Localisations of the Buildings of the campus CentraleSupélec at Gif-sur-Yvette

**ADDRESSES:**

- **Bouygues Building:** 9 rue Joliot-Curie, Gif-sur-Yvette
- **Eiffel Building:** 8-10 rue Joliot-Curie, Gif-sur-Yvette
- **Breguet Building:** 3 rue Joliot-Curie, Gif-sur-Yvette
- **GeePs Building:** 11 rue Joliot-Curie, Gif-sur-Yvette
How to get to the campus CentraleSupélec at Gif-sur-Yvette?

By plane:

From Orly airport (30 minutes):

- Take ORLYVAL to RER Station Antony,
- At Antony RER Station take RER B train - south direction- to final destination of «Saint-Rémy-lès-Chevreuse » NOT PARIS direction
- Get out at RER B station « Massy-Palaiseau ». Then take Bus to CentraleSupélec (20 minutes):
  - You can take either Bus Express 91.10 or Bus Express 91.06 B or C –
  - Stop at bus station named « Moulon ».
  - Then 3 minutes Walk to Bouygues Building and Hôtel Campanile Paris-Saclay.

From Roissy Charles de Gaule Airport (90 minutes):

- At Charles de Gaule Airport RER Station take RER B train - South direction- to final destination of «Saint-Rémy-lès-Chevreuse »
- Get out at RER B station « Massy-Palaiseau ». Then take Bus to CentraleSupélec (20 minutes):
  - You can take either : Bus Express 91.10 or Bus Express 91.06 B or C –
  - Stop at bus station named « Moulon ».
  - Then 3 minutes Walk to Bouygues Building and Hôtel Campanile Paris-Saclay.

By Taxis or Uber

CentraleSupélec: Bâtiment Bouygues : 9 rue Joliot-Curie, Gif-sur-Yvette.
GPS
Latitude : 48.709701
Longitude : 2.167613